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This is a level 2 answer.
The answer does not really focus on the question or discuss points of view. There is a lot of narration 
of plot points and very little focus on the writers’ techniques or crafting. The candidate does 
however, make some simple connections betwen the texts, and considers the context of divorce, if 
not in great detail.Introduction
Overall, candidates taking this examination had produced some very impressive work, 
clearly showing that they had been well prepared for the exam. They were able to write 
cogent and thoughtful arguments, to analyse writers’ craft effectively, using appropriate 
literary terminology and considering the ways meanings had been consciously shaped, 
to explore how contexts had affected the texts, and to make detailed and considered 
comparisons between the two novels studied. 

AO1, 2 and 3 are awarded one holistic mark out of 36 on this paper, and centres had made 
every effort to ensure candidates covered each. AO4 is marked separately and awarded a 
mark out of 8.

The paper consists of six themes, of which the most popular in this series was Science 
and Society (and in particular question 8), which attracted over half of all entries. Women 
and Society and The Supernatural were also popular themes. Crime and Detection and 
Colonisation and its Aftermath were the least popular of the themes.

Successful candidates:

In A01, carefully defined what they understood the key idea in the question to be and then 
spent the essay illustrating and exploring the nuances of this idea.

In A02, showed a sound understanding of how meanings are shaped in texts.

In A03, integrated relevant contextual information effectively, with the best candidates 
using aspects of context as a way of developing their arguments and exploring their 
chosen question. The best answers showed a clear awareness of the ways in which contexts 
enhanced the meanings of a text.

In A04, moved between texts with skill, drawing thoughtful connections, comparisons and 
contrasts. The very best answers connected texts on different levels, including language, 
structure, contexts and plot points. 

Less successful candidates: 

In A01, did not always integrate subject specific terminology into their answers and 
struggled to consider the intentions of the writers or construct an argument beyond 
identification and explanation of the presence/absence of the question focus in the novels.

In A02, either did not discuss the writer’s craft or did so only in general terms, without 
exemplification. Sometimes the writer’s craft was discussed in isolation from the rest of the 
text– for example, analysing a metaphor or simile but not considering why the writer had 
used the image at this point of the novel, or how it enhanced the meanings of the text as a 
whole. 

In A03, did not securely integrate contextual information into their answers. Some included 
chunks of contextual information at the beginning or end of the essay while others ignored 
it completely. 

In A04, focused on one text and then the other with only cursory connectives to link them. 
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Question 1
Hard Times and Atonement was the most popular combination of texts for this question. 

Candidates focused on the question well and AO1 was a real strength. Strong candidates 
effectively applied the idea of self-discovery and growing up not only to the child characters 
but to adults, commenting for example in Hard Times and The Color Purple on Mr Gradgrind’s 
and Mr ____’s journeys of self-discovery as well as Louisa’s and Celie’s. Strong candidates 
often moved beyond the presentation of childhood to explore the ways in which growing up 
was itself an issue in the texts.

While candidates tended to be able to identify turning points in characters’ development, 
they sometimes struggled to explicitly link this to self-discovery or self-knowledge or to 
go beyond surface readings of the texts which focused primarily on character with little 
recognition of the texts as constructs of the author.

A number of candidates struggled to write about context in both What Maisie Knew and 
Atonement. There seemed to be some lack of understanding of Atonement in particular, 
with confusion between the time of writing and the time setting of the novel, and some 
confusion over terminology. Many candidates could identify the novel as postmodern 
in form, but few could comment meaningfully on the significance of this, or to make 
contextual comments relevant to the question. 
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This is a level 3 answer.

This candidate offers a clear argument in answer to the question and links the 
texts in their introduction. However, there is a lack of textual detail after the 
first page. Some links are drawn between the texts, and in places there are clear 
comments on the writers’ craft and a sense of the writer at work (e.g. Dickens as 
a social commentator). There is an awareness of contexts but these comments 
lack detail or exemplification, especially for The Color Purple.

Examiner Comments
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Question 2
Many candidates demonstrated the ability to engage with the authors’ use of point of view, 
exploring the ways in which different narrative perspectives and narratives are employed 
within the texts.

There was some sophisticated comparison, particularly of What Maisie Knew and Atonement, 
comparing across a diverse range of ideas such as the use of narrators, the structure of the 
narratives and the intrusion of external voices into the main narrative perspective.

Weaker candidates tended to read ‘points of view’ as ‘what the characters believe’ and 
thus had little to say about the writer’s craft or use of narrative perspectives In many 
cases students simply described individual characters and their involvement on the text. 
This seemed to be a particular issue with Hard Times and Atonement, where essays about 
characters’ utilitarianism or misunderstandings of the world were relatively common 
and did not usually manage to address all of the assessment objectives fully, particularly 
struggling to compare the texts and find common ground between them.
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This is a level 2 answer.
The answer does not really focus on the question or discuss points of view. 
There is a lot of narration of plot points and very little focus on the writers’ 
techniques or crafting. The candidate does however, make some simple 
connections betwen the texts, and considers the context of divorce, if not in 
great detail.

Examiner Comments
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Question 3
Although only a small number of candidates wrote about this theme, there were some very 
impressive responses. It was good to see candidates exploring a variety of ways in which 
division is present in the texts, not simply exploring division according to race or ethnicity.

Although Huckleberry Finn was not a popular text, there were some very good ideas 
explored about Huck as a character outside society who is therefore able to see problems 
and divisions more clearly and develop his own moral code.

Weaker answers remained general, without identifying specific instances of divisions in 
society. These answers were unable to develop beyond general understanding overall. 
Better responses chose particular examples in their texts where divisions were evident, and 
stayed focused on the ways in which the writers presented these divisions. 
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This is a level 4 answer which very successfully contextualises the two novels in 
the introduction before exploring the detail of the texts. Analysis of language 
remains focused clearly on the question.

Examiner Comments
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Question 4
This was not a popular question, but elicited some very strong responses, considering 
different forms of morality and often fruitfully focusing on the treatment of natives/
colonised groups. On the whole this question was answered extremely well.

Weaker candidates struggled to write about The Lonely Londoners as they had to deal with 
the impact of colonisation at one remove. There were often errors in which candidates 
misunderstood the time period in which the novel is set, or struggled to link colonialism 
explicitly to the text. Some mistakes ensued such as writing about the West Indian 
characters as colonisers. Although many candidates were familiar with the ‘Windrush 
generation’ as a term, fewer were able to give a clear account of what this meant and how 
the experiences of this group were being explored in the novel, particularly with reference 
to morality. 
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A borderline level 4 answer.

The candidate makes strong, convincing arguments, but there is some loss 
of focus on the task in the middle of the essay . Contextual points are well 
integrated into the argument and shows clear awareness of these factors, 
although the points are not always particularly detailed. A02 analysis is patchy 
in this part of the essay and some points would benefit from further textual 
support (e.g. use of creole in The Lonely Londoners). 

Examiner Comments
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Question 5
Only a small number of candidates answered on this theme. Very few answers were seen on 
The Murder Room.

The idea of rebellion was often effectively applied in essays about Lady Audley’s Secret and 
In Cold Blood. The discussion of social order tended to encourage candidates to indulge in 
a large quantity of ‘bolt-on’ and often idiosyncratic and/or inaccurate general contextual 
comment. The Capote text in particular, with its balance of fact and fiction posed particular 
challenges when writing about contexts which weaker candidates found difficult to address. 
Both Braddon’s and Capote’s personal lives underwent a lot of comment which was not 
always made directly relevant to the question.

The best candidates pinned down exactly how they were defining ‘social order’ early on, 
which enabled them to fully explore the methods writers used to present rebellion. There 
was some very good analysis of writer’s methods in this question in particular.

Some candidates struggled to clearly articulate what was meant by ‘social order’, either 
ignoring this part of the question altogether, or interpreting the phrase as society more 
generally.
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This is a level 5 answer which was awarded full marks. The candidate integrates 
contextual points extremely well, and clearly defines the different aspects of 
social order to be explored. in each section of the essay 

Examiner Comments

Remember, it is not necessary to evaluate which text is most successful.

Examiner Tip
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Question 6
A lot of candidates successfully compared not only the obvious victims of crime in each text 
but also considered the perpetrators as victims of their own crimes or of society. This was 
particularly well done in Lady Audley’s Secret & In Cold Blood.

Weaker responses tended to list victims and focus on physical/personal descriptions of 
these characters without developing many links or arguments beyond the fact that they 
were victims.

Stronger candidates moved beyond this and engaged in a more meaningful and systematic 
way with the idea of the victim and how this can be understood/represented. 
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This is a level 2 response which lists examples of victims in each text without 
exploring how they are presented in any detail. There is an attempt to discuss 
particular words and their significance, but the candidate doesn’t really consider 
Herb Clutter as a victim.

Examiner Comments
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Question 7
Science and Society was the most popular theme and this question elicited a wide variety 
of responses. Some candidates consider the way in which scientists and science embodied 
ideas of courage, even when their actions were ill-judged or morally dubious. Others opted 
to explore the courage of those who are the ‘victims’ of injustice and/or experimentation in 
the texts.

The best responses explored different types of courage beyond the obvious- for example 
Offred in The Handmaid’s Tale as a courageous character despite her lack of outward 
action/rebellion, the creature in Frankenstein as courageous in attempting to interact with 
humanity and initially managing to maintain his morality.

The question had a broad scope and weaker candidates struggled to stay focused on the 
question. There were some very narrative responses and sweeping generalisations about 
courage without offering much textual support.

Many answers explored the courage of characters in difficult situations or adversity. Those 
writing on Frankenstein considered the courage of Frankenstein as a creator of life and 
the courage of the creature as he faced rejection both from society and on the part of his 
creator. In lower level answers, candidates focused exclusively on the courage of different 
characters, with limited analysis of other aspects of the writers' craft, in the most simplistic 
cases considering the main characters only. Some responses touched briefly on how 
courage was presented and then moved on to the lack of courage shown by the characters, 
which seemed to deviate from the question. At higher levels, candidates were able to 
consider the complexities of the issue of courage in relation to wider contexts: theocracy 
and oppression in The Handmaid's Tale; Romanticism and industrialisation in Frankenstein; 
Darwinist ideas in War of the Worlds (although there were some missed opportunities for 
further integration of contextual links here); parenting and free will in Never Let Me Go.

Many students focused on the same parts of the story. There was a lot of focus on chapter 
5 of Frankenstein for example, with little evidence that candidates knew the whole text well, 
or were able to consider the overall themes, ideas and techniques being explored by the 
writers. 
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This is a level 5 answer which is particularly strong when making connections 
between the texts. Initially the candidate clearly identifies the type of courage 
to be explored, before exemplifying and examining these. The choices of 
characters discussed are slightly unusual, but relevant and thought provoking. 
Contextual comments are well integrated for Frankenstein, but for Never Let 
Me Go, the relevance of the Boston priest scandal is slightly tenuous and not 
explained fully.

Examiner Comments
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Question 8
This question attracted a very large number of responses, accounting for almost half of the 
total entries for the paper. All of the texts were answered on, however The War of the Worlds 
was significantly less popular.

There were some really insightful responses, although in some cases there was a focus on 
personal freedom at the expense of science. Other answers focused on science and society 
rather than science and its impact on personal freedom. 

Many responses considered a variety of ways in which science impacted on personal 
freedom in each of the novels. Insight and in some cases originality was shown in 
approaches to science in the novels, including exploration of social, biological and 
technological science. 

Candidates answering using Frankenstein and Never Let Me Go were able to make many 
clear points for AO3 regarding scientific advancements at the times when the novels were 
written; this was often not the case for The Handmaid’s Tale. Candidates seemed to struggle 
to engage with Atwood’s presentation of a society wherein the removal of ‘science’ leads to 
a restriction on personal freedom, with relatively few candidates writing accurately about 
the context of this novel. 

Strong answers generally demonstrated the ability to address the whole of the question, 
explicitly considering the relationship between science and personal freedom, leading to a 
controlled and cohesive argument. Weaker answers proved less able to pick up on the need 
explicitly to address science and scientific issues. Candidates writing about The Handmaid’s 
Tale in particular often found it more difficult to explore the many scientific issues – social 
science, political science and conventional science – that are present in the text. In these 
answers, the notion of science in the novels was briefly dealt with or vague and candidates 
tended to focus on more general limitations of freedom.

There were quite a lot of misreadings and simplifications of The Handmaid’s Tale and 
Frankenstein, suggesting that Atwood and Shelley were criticising all scientific progress 
and suggesting that it would damage society. This view was lacking in nuance and overall 
understanding of the texts and their contexts.

In weaker answers there was little contextual knowledge demonstrated, often limited to 
brief references to Dolly the sheep for Never Let Me Go and Galvani for Frankenstein. More 
advanced answers were able to draw interesting contrasts between the impact of science 
on freedom in the novels, for example contrasting the selective scientific methods of The 
Handmaid's Tale with the paradoxical creation of freedom in nature through science, in spite 
of rejection from society, in Frankenstein.
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This is a top level 2 answer.

The argument lacks overall clarity despite some good points, and the candidate 
seems not to have a firm grasp of the task. While a number of features are 
identified, understanding of how they work is not always shown. There is very 
little contextual discussion, and what there is tends to be oversimplified. There 
is a clear appreciation of the writers’ craft, which elevates the answer to the 
top of level 2 on the strength of A02. There are attempts to draw connections 
between the texts through features but these are not always clear.

Examiner Comments
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This is a level 5 answer which was awarded full marks overall. It is an 
accomplished answer with a consistently effective argument and a very sharp 
focus on the task throughout. All descriptors for level 5 are met fully- there 
is a lot of insightful A02 analysis, and contexts (including critical contexts) are 
dealt with in a discriminating and relevant way. Connections are well made 
and supported with consistently appropriate examples. Although perhaps not 
‘perfect’, well deserving of full marks.

Examiner Comments
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Question 9
This was a popular question. Better candidates were able to engage with the idea of 
cruelty and the motivations that lie behind it. Weaker candidates found it more difficult to 
conceptualise cruelty, and tended instead to write about the more obviously violent and 
horrific elements of the texts. 

Many answers on Beloved tended to focus on Sethe and Paul D as cruel characters or the 
broader context of slavery as a cruel system without developing these ideas or considering 
how cruelty was shown. Similarly in Dracula, the vampire’s cruelty was identified but without 
explicit discussion of what exactly was cruel about him. There was a general lack of textual 
support and A02 discussion of the author’s techniques and crafting.

In higher level answers, candidates were able to move beyond identifying instances of 
cruelty in the novels to explore the ways in which writers made actions or words seem cruel 
to readers and elicited their sympathies. For all texts, there was often a lack of focus on the 
presentation of the theme, and the writers’ methods, resulting in lower A02 marks. 
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This is a level 3 answer which has a clear and relevant argument. However, 
there is very little contextual comment for A03, and some examples are not 
fully explained, for example it would be useful to discuss exactly why forcing a 
kitten’s nose in a saucer of milk is cruel, or perhaps a better example could have 
been chosen to illustrate this point.

Examiner Comments
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Question 10
Some excellent answers were seen for this question, considering masculine traits in both 
male and female characters, often with sophisticated discussion of societal expectations of 
the two genders.

There was a clear divide here between candidates who saw this as a question about men 
and how they are presented and those able to take a more subtle approach, exploring the 
gender issues the word ‘masculinity’ implies as applied to both men and women.

Weaker candidates tended to focus on the presentation of men in general. At a slightly 
higher level, they had a better understanding of masculine stereotypes and were able 
to discuss how characters conformed or went against these. A lot focused on the idea of 
feminine men (particularly Harker in Dracula as a ‘damsel in distress’), and on homosexuality 
in Dorian Gray and Dracula in particular. There were some unsupported and rather spurious 
claims that both Stoker and Wilde were both homosexual and writing homoerotic texts, 
which tended not to be evidenced or have much to back them up (particularly for Stoker). 
Again, contextual information had a tendency to be treated as separate from the main 
question, and the best answers were those which were able to draw links between contexts 
and the meanings writers had created in the novels.
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This is a low level 2 answer overall. Despite being well written, the candidate 
does not actually answer the question. The introduction is strong, however 
the arguments put forward are not followed up in the body of the essay. The 
answer is primarily focused on female characters and only briefly mentions 
masculinity, so there is a real lack of relevance to many points. There is a lot 
of unsubstantiated assertion with little textual support, making the answer 
descriptive rather than analytical. Contextual points are very general with little 
exemplification, and are sometimes not appropriate (for example judging 
Caroline Ayres by Victorian standards).

Examiner Comments
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This is a sound level 3 answer. The argument is sometimes about men rather 
than masculinity and tends to be character driven but is clear overall. A02 
analysis and shows an understanding of the writer’s craft with lots of supporting 
textual detail. Contextual comments are a little brief. Connections between the 
texts are clear. 

Examiner Comments
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Question 11
A large number of candidates engaged well with this question, discussing characters’ 
feelings of hope at various points in their chosen novels. Candidates who had studied A 
Thousand Splendid Suns and Tess of the D’Urbervilles wrote some very impressive answers; 
even those candidates whose written expression and understanding of writers’ methods 
was weaker were still able to make relevant points for these texts. Some good points were 
also raised for Wuthering Heights, with stronger candidates making clear observations about 
the hopeless nature of Catherine and Heathcliff’s love and the hope for new beginnings 
presented by Hareton and Cathy’s marriage at the end. For Mrs Dalloway, however, many 
candidates seemed to struggle to identify feelings of hope, particularly in making AO2 
points. Better answers picked up on the nuances of the question and genuinely explore 
‘feelings of hope’, whereas weaker answers looked simply at ‘hope’ – a very different matter. 

Across all texts, many candidates struggled to explore the significance and influence of 
contexts; more successful candidates integrated many small details in considering why 
characters felt hope (or a lack thereof). For AO4, many useful parallels were drawn between 
the female characters, also providing a basis for comparison of the writers’ methods.

Some of the best responses explored the relationship between hope and reality, showing 
perceptive understanding of how the theme was developed in the narrative. Tess of the 
D’Urbervilles and A Thousand Splendid Suns was a fruitful pairing, with some very good 
answers focusing on the hope felt by female characters, and some unconventional ways 
of arriving at hopeful feelings, for example comparing the murders committed by Tess 
and Mariam as hopeful events allowing progression and hope for the future for other 
characters.

Weaker candidates tended to focus on characters who felt hope, leading to rather narrative 
responses which listed examples but did not really develop into a clear argument.

There was a tendency for some candidates to focus on ‘popular’ ideas or sections of the 
novels (including Cathy’s “I am Heathcliff” or the “foliage”/”rocks” comparison in Wuthering 
Height, Talbothay’s pathetic fallacy in Tess of the D’Urbervilles , the eating of the pebbles in A 
Thousand Splendid Suns and the opening of Mrs Dalloway buying the flowers). Whilst some 
candidates used the examples successfully, these responses tended towards remembered 
and recited views of the text with little insight or analysis independently added.
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A strong level 4 answer.

There is lots of close reference to the texts, a good example of how this can 
be done without huge amounts of direct quotation. The candidate shows 
a perceptive understanding of how meanings are shaped and integrates 
contextual points well (although less securely for Hardy than Hosseini). 
Connections are detailed and sustained, using several approaches. 

Examiner Comments
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Question 12
Although significantly less popular than question 11, this question elicited some very 
sophisticated arguments, managing to range widely around the use of markers of time 
and their significance to the narratives - for example the use of the seasons in Tess of the 
D’Urbervilles, Big Ben in Mrs Dalloway, historically significant events in A Thousand Splendid 
Suns, crossing generations in Wuthering Heights, and the time settings of all of the novels. 
Candidates performing at Levels 2/3 also seemed able to meet AOs solidly and avoid a drift 
into the narrative and general answers. There were some very interesting explorations of 
time and the way this is used as a structuring and narrative device. 

Some candidates struggled with the phrasing of this question, writing about the time 
periods when the novels were set and historical contexts as opposed to the writers’ use of 
time as a concept. 

Candidates who scored higher marks more directly with the methods used by writers 
early on in their essays before exploring how contexts influenced the texts and readers’ 
responses. There were more structural points than linguistic points made in these 
successful answers – such as the divisions in Mrs Dalloway presented by the chiming of Big 
Ben, or the progression of Tess’ life being marked by Phases. Candidates who struggled 
with the phrasing of the question tended to make surface comparisons for AO4, particularly 
where candidates attempted to compare texts using AO3; more detailed and thoughtful 
comparisons were made relating to AO2 features.
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This is a level 5 answer which was awarded full marks overall. The comparisons 
between texts are particulary good, interweaving and discussing in detail 
the ways the writers use time. Literary terminology is used confidently and 
accurately and the A02 analysis is outstanding. The candidate shows a thorough 
knowledge of the whole of the texts.

Examiner Comments
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Paper Summary
Based on their performance on this paper, candidates are offered the following advice:

• Ensure that every point made in the essay is directly relevant to the question posed.

• Pick apart the terms of the question in order to offer a clear argument which goes 
beyond straightforward identification of examples.

• Make sure that every quote or example given is analysed so as to gain marks in A02. 

• Consider why a writer has used a particular technique, and what effect it has created.

• Show your knowledge of the whole text, rather than only concentrating on small parts.

• Don’t write everything you know about context in your essay: select the most relevant 
information and make sure it can be linked to the question asked.

• Consider how a piece of contextual information helps readers to understand the text 
better.

• Make connections based on writer's methods as well as context and plot, and make sure 
these are detailed. If something is similar or different from the other text, explain exactly 
HOW it is similar or different. 
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this 
link:

http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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